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Abstract 
The category of finitely-generated spaces is shown to be the largest hereditary Cartesian closed 
coreflective subcategory of the category Top of topological spaces. Consequently, any coreflective 
subcategory of Top which is contained in a Cartesian closed coreflective subcategory and contains 
a space which is not finitely-generated fails to be hereditary. 
Kewards: Cartesian closed category; Coreflective subcategory; Hereditary subcategory; 
Coreflective hull; Exponential object 
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0. Introduction 
The most important Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of the category Top 
of topological spaces (e.g., (locally compact)-generated spaces, (compact Hausdorffl- 
generated spaces, sequential spaces) are not hereditary. On the other hand the category 
of finitely-generated spaces and all nontrivial coreflective subcategories contained in it 
(i.e., the category of antidiscretely-generated spaces and the category of discrete spaces) 
are cartesian closed and hereditary. It is a natural question whether there are any other 
hereditary Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of Top. The answer is negative. 
We show that any hereditary coreflective subcategory of Top which is contained in a 
Cartesian closed coreflective subcategory is a subcategory of the category of finitely- 
generated spaces. 
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1. Preliminaries and notations 
All undefined terminology can be found in [6,8]. By Top we denote the category of 
topological spaces, by FG the category of finitely-generated spaces. All subcategories are 
supposed to be full and isomorphism-closed. Cardinals are initial ordinals where each 
ordinal is the (well ordered) set of its predecessors. For the Cartesian product of (two) 
sets and the topological product we use the symbol x, the categorical product of the 
objects A and B in all other categories is denoted by A fl B. If X, Y are topological 
spaces with the same underlying set, then X < Y means that the identity map X + Y 
is continuous. 
Recall (see [S]) that a subcategory A of the category Top is corefective if and only 
if it is closed under the formation of coproducts and quotients in Top. In the following, 
any coreflective subcategory of Top is supposed to contain a nonempty space (and, 
consequently, bicoreflective) and all corefection maps are supposed to be identity maps. 
If a is a subcategory of Top, then C(a) = {X E Top: X is a quotient space of a coproduct 
of a-objects} is the corefective hull of B in Top (see [5]). The spaces belonging to C(a) 
are said to be B-generated. 
Let cy be an infinite cardinal. Denote by Top, the subcategory of Top consisting of 
all spaces X for which the intersection of any nonempty family cp of open subsets with 
card cp < Q is an open subset in X. It is well known that Top, is finitely productive, 
hereditary and coreflective subcategory of Top and it holds: 
Proposition 1.1. Let (X,: u E I) he u set-indexecl,fknily @spaces in Top, and X = 
n(XU.: a E I) the Top,-product. Then thefamily B = {V E P(X): V = fl(Ua: a E I), 
U, is open in X, for each a E I and card{a E I: U, # X,} < a} is a base of the 
topology of X (which will be called cw-standard base). 
Let X be a Top,-space. Then X is said to be Top,-compact provided that each open 
cover cp of X contain a subcover cp’ with card p’ < CY. Then, as a consequence of [ 1, 
Theorem 2.11 we obtain: 
Proposition 1.2. If a Top*-space X is Top,-compact and Hausdofi then X is an 
exponential object in Top,, i.e., the functor - x X : Top, + Top, has a right adjoint. 
Corollary 1.3. If X is a Huusdo#Top,-compact space and p: Y --t Z a quotient map 
with Y, Z E Top,, then p x I A~ :Y x X + Z x X is a quotient map. 
Now, let LY be an infinite cardinal. Denote by S(a) the topological space defined on 
cy U {a} as follows: a set U is open in S(O) if and only if there exists z E o( such that 
u = {y E cy u {a}: z < y}. The coreflective hull of S(a) in Top is denoted by B(o). 
Finally, denote by C(O) the space detined on the set a! U {a} for which a set U is 
open in C(o) if and only if U C (Y or card(C(o) - U) < N and by C(Q) the coreflective 
hull of C(a) in Top. Then the following holds: 
Proposition 1.4 [5]. (a) If a corejiective subcategory of Top is not contained in the 
category FG, then it contains FG as a proper subcategory. 
(b) For any infinite cardinal (Y, B(a) is a minimal corejective subcategory of Top 
containing the category FG as a proper subcategory. Moreover; for any corejlective 
subcategory A which is not included in FG there exists an injinite cardinal cy such that 
B(a) C A. 
(c) For any infinite cardinal a, B(a) (I C(Q) C Top,. 
2. Heredity and Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of Top 
The idea of the proof of the main result is the following: First we show that for any 
hereditary coreflective subcategory A with A g FG there exists an infinite cardinal Q 
such that C(Q) 2 A. Then we find in C(Q) such spaces D”, X, 2 that X is a subspace 
of D”, D” x 2 E C(a) and X x Z (f C(a). S’ mce X x Z is a subspace of D” x Z it 
belongs to A and we prove that X x Z does not belong to any Cartesian closed coreflective 
subcategory B of Top with C(a) C 8. 
Proposition 2.1. [f A is a hereditary coreflective subcategory of Top with A g FG, then 
there exists an infinite cardinal N such that C(Q) C A. 
Proof. First of all there exists an infinite cardinal cz such that B(Q) C A. Denote by S the 
Sierpinski doubleton on the set (0, l} where {l} is an open set in S. Clearly, S E B(N) 
and it can be easily shown that the Top,-power P = 5’” belongs to B(o). In fact, let 
P’ be a B(cY)-coreflection of P. Then P’ < P and P’ is the corresponding a(a)-power 
of S. Let W be an open set in P’ and c E W. For each t E cy define ft : S(a) + S 
such that ft(z) = 0 for z < t and ft(z) = ct for z > t. Evidently, for each t E CY 
ft is continuous and therefore the map f : S(Q) + P’ such that f(z~:)~ = ft(z) for all 
t E (Y is continuous. Hence, there exists 50 E cy with {y E S(Q): zo < y} = f_,(W). 
Then d = f(q) E W and for any t < 50 dt = ft(zo) = ct and for any t 3 :I:() 
dt = ,jt(zo) = 0. Let A = {t E cy: t < ICO and ct = l} and VA = {r E P’: r, = I for 
each ~1. E A}. Then c E VA and for any T E V.4 and any t E a dt < rt and therefore 
r~ W(themapg:St P’;g(O) =d,g(l) = T is continuous so that (0, l} C y_l (W)). 
Since card A < cy, VA belongs to the a-standard base B of the topology of P introduced 
in Proposition 1.1, and we obtain c E V, 2 W. Thus, P’ = P. Now, denote by p 
the Top-power S”. Then, obviously, C(Q) is a subspace of p and since C(Q) belongs 
to Top, and P is a Top,-coreflection of P, C(a) is also a subspace of P. However, 
P E B(Q) C A so that C(a) E A. Hence, C(Q) C: A. 0 
Proposition 2.2. (a) Let D” be a Top,-power ?f D, where D is the discrete doubleton 
on the set (0, I}. Then D” and any subspace of Da belong to C(N). 
(b) Let X = {c E D”: card{t E LY: ct = l} < a} be the subspace of D”, Y = 
“C(tr) u copower of C(a) in Top, Z the quotient space of Y obtained by ident~fiing 
all a’s in Y into one elemetzt ~0 and p : Y + Z the corresponding quotient map. Then 
1 x p: X x Y -+ X x Z is not a quotient mujx 
Proof. (a) The space Da belongs to Top, and each element of D” has a neighbourhood 
base of cardinality Q. Hence, for any subset A i D” and any c E D”, c E A in D* if 
and only if there exists an a-sequence (at: t t LY) in A that converges to c. Thus, D” 
and any subspace of D* belong to C(CY). 
(b) Denote by 50 the element of X with (zo)t = 0 for all t E CY. Since X is a subspace 
of the Top,-power D”, ,130 = {V, n X: B 2 N, cardB < cr, V, = {d E D”: dt = 0 
for all t E B}} IS a neighbourhood base of 20 in X such that card& = CK Note that 
each U E 00 is open and closed in X. Now, let U t Bo. Then there exists B C 0, 
card B < N such that U = X n V,. Put d = sup B and let b E D” such that bt = 0 for 
each t < (1 and bt = 1 for each t, > d. Clearly, b # X. Define an o-sequence (c,: 2 E (Y) 
in U in the following way: (c,)~ = 0 for each t < d, (c,)d+] = . = (c,)d+% = 1, 
(eJt = 0 for each t > d + z. Obviously, (cz: z E a:) converges to b in Da, b $ X and 
therefore the set C = {cz: z E a} is closed (and discrete) in X and in U (D” E Top,). 
Now, for any t E CY put Ft = {cz: z 3 t}. Then Ft is closed in X for any t E a and 
n(&: t E a) = 8. Finally, put Tci = U(F, x {t}: t E Q) in X x C(a). Clearly, TV is 
closed in X x C(a). (In fact, let (z,:t/) $ Tc/. If 1/ = t < cr, then (z,t) $ Ft x {t} and 
(X - 5) x It} IS an open neighbourhood of (z, t) disjoint with Tu. Let y = cy. Since 
:I: $ n(Ft: t E cy) = 0 there exists t E CY such that 2 $ Ft and therefore 5 $ F, for each 
s 3 t. The neighbourhood (X - F,) x (2 E C(o): t < z} of (z, a) is disjoint with Tu.) 
Now, for any U E BO take a copy C((Y)U of C(o) such that C(a)r, n C(u’)r,j = 0 for 
U # U’ and identify Y = “C(CY) with u(C(o)r~: U E &). We obtain 
x x Y = x x (1 (C((Y)u: u E B(J)) = u (x x C(cr)u: u E Bo) 
and for each U E ,130 we suppose that T~J C X x C(cy)u. Since TV is closed in 
X x C(cy)u the set T = U(Tc,: U E B ) 0 1s closed in X x Y. We show that the set 
23 = (1 x p)(T) IS not closed in X x 2 and because (I x p)_l (E) = T this implies 
that I x p is not a quotient map. Clearly, (Q,ZO) $ E (ZO was obtained by identifying 
all cvu E C(Q)U). Let IV be an arbitrary neighbourhood of (za, za) in X x Z. Then 
there exists U E BO and a neighbourhood V of za in Z such that U x V C W. Choose 
t E P-t(v)nC( 1 cy u such that t # Q[J. Then F+ x {t} C U x {t}, (1 xp)(Ft x {t}) i E 
so that (I xp)(E’t x {t}) C (U x V) flE. H ence, (U x V)flE # 0 and (zg,.zo) E E-E 
in X x 2. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a corejlective subcategory of Top which is not contained in the 
category FG and is contained in a Cartesian closed corejective subcategory I3 of Top. 
Then A is not hereditary. 
Proof. Suppose that A is hereditary. Then there exists an infinite cardinal a with C(a) C 
A. Since C(N) x C(a) belongs to C(a) and C(o) is an exponential object in Top, (see 
[I, Proposition 2.61) for any K E C((Y) K x C(o) belongs to C(a). Let D”, X, Y, 
Z be the spaces from Proposition 2.2. The space D” x Y = (‘(Da x C(Q)) belongs 
to C(o). It is easy to see that D” is Hausdorff Top,-compact space and according to 
Proposition 1.2. D” is exponential in Top,. Hence, according to Corollary 1.3 the map 
I x p: D” x Y + D” x 2 is a quotient map so that Da x 2 belongs to C(a). Consider 
the space X x Z. Since X x Z is a subspace of D” x Z E A, X x Z belongs to A. 
On the other hand X x Y = “(X x C(a)) E C(Q) 2 A (I B. This implies that the 
B-product X fl Y coincides with the topological product X x Y and since I3 is Cartesian 
closed and coreflective in Top the map 1 x p: X n Y + X n Z is a quotient map in 13 
and also in Top. Hence, according to Proposition 2.2(b) the B-product X fl 2 does not 
coincide with the topological product X x Z and therefore X x Z does not belong to L? 
(otherwise X x Z = X n Z). Thus, X x Z does not belong to A - a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 2.4. If A is a corejlective subcategory of Top which is contained in a cartes- 
iurz closed core$ective subcategory of Top, then A has a hereditary cnreflective kernel 
(i.e., there exists the largest hereditary corejlective subcategoty of Top contained in A). 
!f; moreovec FG 5 A, then FG is a hereditary corejective kernel of A 
Applying the obtained results to coreflective subcategories of the category Haus and 
Hausdorff spaces we obtain: 
Theorem 2.5. rf A is a coreflective subcategory ofthe category Haus which is contained 
in a cartesian closed corejlective subcategory of Haus and there exists un infinite cardinal 
(Y such that C(Q) is a subspace of a space X belonging to A, then A is not hereditary. 
Note that the results of this paper can be regarded as a contribution to the investigation 
of the problems proposed in [7, Problem 71. 
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